INTRODUCTION
============

The protein complex cohesin has long been appreciated for its essential role in mediating chromosome architecture (reviewed in [@B30]). Cohesin is composed of four core subunits: structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) Smc1p, Smc3p, Mcd1p/Rad21p/Scc1p, and Scc3p/Irr1p/SAp ([@B25]). This large protein complex physically links sister chromatids to generate cohesion ([@B14]; [@B27]). This cohesion enables each chromosome to achieve bipolar attachment to the spindle, which is critical for promoting high-fidelity segregation of sister chromatids at anaphase. Additional studies revealed that this same complex also plays a role in generating chromosome condensation, regulation of gene expression, and DNA repair ([@B14]; [@B7]; [@B36]; [@B42]; [@B47]; [@B51]; [@B39]). These different functions are believed be mediated by cohesin\'s ability to tether DNA, but using distinct target sites. Cohesion and DNA repair entail tethering two different DNA molecules (intermolecular), whereas condensation and gene regulation tether two different regions of a single DNA molecule (intramolecular) ([@B14]; [@B18]; [@B35]; [@B42]). Despite cohesin\'s importance in chromosome architecture, the mechanism by which it generates intramolecular and intermolecular tethers remains an enigma.

The simplest model for chromosome tethering by cohesin is the "embrace" model, which is based on the ring-like or rod-like structure of cohesin that can be visualized in electron micrographs, as well as on a number of biochemical and genetic analyses ([@B26]; [@B12]; [@B49]). In this model, a single cohesin ring entraps two sister chromatids, thereby tethering them together. For example, during DNA replication, the entrapment of sister chromatids by a cohesin "ring" generates sister chromatid cohesion ([@B46]; [@B12]). Alternative models posit that interactions between multiple cohesin complexes (cohesin--cohesin interactions) are required for cohesion ([@B14]; reviewed in [@B30]; [@B53]). For example, individual cohesin molecules bind a single sister chromatid, and, in turn, dimerization of two DNA-bound cohesins tethers two sister chromatids. It has been of great interest to distinguish between these models and elucidate cohesin\'s basic mode of action. One way to distinguish between these two models would be to visualize the structure of cohesin as it tethers DNA using high-resolution electron microscopy. Unfortunately, structural approaches like this have not yet been successful.

A cohesin-complex molecule contains a single copy of each of its four subunits ([@B25]; [@B45]; [@B43]; [@B6]; [@B21]). This simple stoichiometry should enable a straightforward biochemical assay to assess whether there are stable interactions between two or more cohesins. This assay entails coexpressing in cells differentially tagged copies of the same cohesin subunit, such as Smc1-3HA and Smc1-MYC, then assessing whether the differentially tagged subunits coimmunoprecipitate. Indeed, such experiments have been conducted in budding yeast and higher eukaryotes ([@B16]; [@B12]; [@B19]); one group detected an interaction, but the amounts were low and no biological relevance was shown ([@B53]). One caveat to these studies is that they analyzed solubilized cohesin from cell lysates, whereas putative cohesin--cohesin interactions could be restricted to DNA-bound cohesin. Although it is possible to solubilize chromatin by shearing, coimmunoprecipitation of differentially marked cohesins in the presence of DNA is difficult to interpret. Coimmunoprecipitation could result from a direct interaction between cohesin subunits or an indirect interaction from cohesin subunits bound independently to the same strand of DNA. The lack of robust biochemical or electron microscopic data for dimers or oligomers has led many to favor the idea that cohesin complexes function independently of one another.

A classic genetic signature of protein--protein interaction is often interallelic complementation, such as described for glutamate dehydrogenase, β-galactosidase, ATP-PRTase/His1, or assembly of the Rad52 heptameric ring ([@B31]; [@B5]; [@B22]; [@B32]; [@B1]). In these examples, the products of two mutant alleles in the same gene are defective for function when expressed individually in cells. However, when they are coexpressed in the same cell, they physically interact. The physical interaction restores function. Here we describe the existence of interallelic complementation between either two mutant *mcd1* alleles or two mutant *smc3* alleles. On their own, each mutant *mcd1* or *smc3* allele is inviable and defective for both sister chromatid cohesion and condensation. However, yeast cells coexpressing two defective *mcd1* alleles or two defective *smc3* alleles show robust restoration of viability, cohesion, and condensation. Furthermore, in both cases, the mutant protein of one allele changes the physical properties of the mutant protein from the second allele. These results are consistent with a mechanism by which two or more cohesin complexes directly interact to perform their functions.

RESULTS
=======

Identification of interallelic complementation pairs in recessive cohesin alleles
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *mcd1-Q266* allele of the cohesin\'s regulatory subunit Mcd1p contains an in-frame, 5--amino acid insertion immediately following residue Q266 ([@B8]). This allele does not support viability when present as the sole copy of this gene in yeast ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B8]). To study the effect of this lethal allele on cohesion and condensation, we previously introduced this allele into a strain harboring the *MCD1-AID* allele. Proteins fused to auxin-induced degron (AID) undergo ubiquitin-dependent degradation in the presence of the plant hormone auxin ([@B11]; [@B28]). When *mcd1-Q266 MCD1-AID* cells were treated with auxin, Mcd1-AIDp was degraded, revealing the phenotype of cells harboring only mcd1-Q266p. These cells were inviable as expected and defective in the maintenance of cohesion and the establishment of condensation ([@B8]).

![Analysis of single- and double-mutant alleles of *mcd1* and *smc3.* (A) All four haploid yeast strains contain an *MCD1* shuffle plasmid pVG201 *{MCD1 URA3 CEN}*. Two strains were deleted for the genomic *MCD1* and contain a second centromere plasmid bearing *MCD1* (*MCD1*; yTE474) or *mcd1-Q266* (*mcd1-Q266*; yTE478). Two strains have the *mcd1-1* allele at the endogenous locus: the parent strain alone (*mcd1-1*; yTE43) or containing a *CEN TRP1* plasmid bearing *mcd1-Q266* (*mcd1-1 mcd1-Q266*; yTE491). Liquid cultures of these four strains were grown to saturation overnight at 23°C and then plated in 10-fold serial dilutions on YPD or 5-FOA and incubated at 37°C for 3 d. Left, relevant *MCD1* genotypes. *MCD1* shuffle plasmid presence (+) or absence (--) is shown above YPD or 5-FOA plates, respectively. Failure to grow on 5-FOA indicates that the *MCD1* shuffle plasmid (pVG201) must be retained. The mutant domains in mcd1-Q266p and mcd1-1p cohesin complexes are highlighted in red and marked with a snowflake. (B) All four haploid yeast strains contain *SMC3* shuffle plasmid pEU42 *{SMC3 URA3 CEN}.* Two strains were deleted for the genomic *SMC3* and contain a second *SMC3* allele at *LEU2* bearing either *SMC3* (*SMC3*; yVG3486-00) or *smc3-K113R* (*smc3-K113R*; yVG3486-K113R). Two strains have the *smc3-42* allele at the endogenous locus: the parent strain alone (*smc3-42*; yTE576) or containing *smc3-K113R* integrated at *LEU2* (*smc3-42 smc3-K113R*; yTE578). Strains were grown and plated as described in A, except that plate incubation was at 34°C. Left, relevant *SMC3* genotypes. *SMC3* shuffle plasmid presence (+) or absence (--) is shown above YPD or 5-FOA plates, respectively. Failure to grow on 5-FOA indicates that pEU42 (wild-type SMC3) must be retained. The mutant domains in smc3-K113Rp and smc3-42p cohesin complexes are highlighted in red and marked with a snowflake. (C) Three haploid yeast strains bear the *SMC3-AID^608^* at the genomic locus. The parent strain alone (*SMC3-AID^608^*; yVG3651-3D) or containing a second *SMC3* allele integrated at the *URA3* locus, either wild-type *SMC3* (*SMC3 SMC3-AID^608^*; yMB81-1A) or *smc3-K113R* (*smc3-K113R SMC3-AID^608^*; yTE440), were grown at 23°C as described in A. Cells were plated in 10-fold serial dilutions on YPD alone (YPD) or YPD containing 500 μM auxin (YPD AUX) and then incubated for 2 d at 23°C. Left, relevant *SMC3* genotypes. The AID degron near the Smc3 hinge and smc3-K113R cohesin complexes is highlighted in red and marked with a snowflake.](4224fig1){#F1}

An alternative and common strategy to study lethal cohesin subunit alleles like *mcd1-Q266* has been to characterize them in strains bearing conditional temperature-sensitive alleles. Indeed for *MCD1*, we and others have used *mcd1-1*, a well-characterized temperature-sensitive allele of *MCD1*, which contains a serine-to-asparagine point mutation at residue 525 (termed *mcd1-1*; [@B14]). Few if any cells in a *mcd1-1* culture are viable at the nonpermissive temperature ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B14]). To our surprise, the *mcd1-1 mcd1-Q266* double mutant, containing *mcd1-1* at the endogenous locus and *mcd1-Q266* on a centromere plasmid, is viable at the nonpermissive temperature ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This full restoration of viability argues either for robust interallelic complementation between the *mcd1* alleles or conversion of one of the two alleles to wild-type *MCD1*. We used PCR sequencing to confirm that the double mutant still contained both the *mcd1-1* and *mcd1-Q266* alleles in distinct copies. We also observed robust growth at the nonpermissive temperature in *mcd1-1 mcd1-Q266* strains generated by integrating *mcd1-Q266* at the *URA3* locus of an *mcd1-1* haploid and confirmed the presence of the insertion in *MCD1* by PCR and diagnostic digest (Supplemental Figure S1, A and B). Importantly, when we grew double-mutant cells on 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) to select for cells that had lost *mcd1-Q266* integrated at the *URA3* locus, the 5-FOA--resistant cells became temperature sensitive (Supplemental Figure S1C). These results confirm that the double mutants still had the *mcd1-1* allele. We also demonstrated allele specificity for complementation, as the lethal *mcd1-V137K* or *mcd1-R135* alleles ([@B2]; [@B8]) failed to grow in the *mcd1-1* background at the nonpermissive temperature (Supplemental Figure S2A). Thus this restoration of viability is observed only when cells contain both the *mcd1-1* and *mcd1-Q266* alleles in the *trans* configuration and is due to interallelic complementation.

We discovered two additional examples of interallelic complementation involving a different cohesin subunit, *SMC3*, through our study of the lethal *smc3-K113R* allele. This allele alters a key residue in Smc3p whose acetylation is required for the establishment of cohesion ([@B34]; [@B48]; [@B52]). *smc3-K113R* is inviable as sole source from 23 through 37°C (Supplemental Figure S2B; [@B48]). Initial studies of the *smc3-K113R* allele involved placing it in a temperature-sensitive *smc3-42* background and assessing its function at 37°C. We repeated this analysis at lower nonpermissive temperatures for *smc3-42* than previously examined. Surprisingly, we found that the *smc3-K113R smc3-42* double mutant shows robust viability at 34°C ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S2C), whereas the *smc3-K113R* alone or the *smc3-42* allele alone cannot support viability as sole source at 34°C ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We sequenced the *smc3-K113R smc3-42* double mutant and confirmed that both alleles were still present, ruling out gene conversion of either allele to wild-type *SMC3*. Counterselection against *smc3-K113R* by FOA selection confirmed linkage between *smc3-K113R* and suppression of the temperature sensitivity of *smc3-42* cells (Supplemental Figure S1D). The complementation between *smc3-K113R* and *smc3-42* is the second example of interallelic complementation, indicating that this phenomenon is a characteristic of the cohesin complex rather than a special feature of the *MCD1* cohesin subunit.

The interallelic complementation in *smc3-K113R smc3-42* strains prevented our analysis of smc3-K113Rp alone at lower temperatures. To circumvent this technical difficulty, we used a different conditional *SMC3* allele (*SMC3-AID^608^*), which encodes an Smc3 protein with an internal auxin degron cassette immediately following residue N607 ([@B15]). Strains expressing only the Smc3-AID^608^p are inviable in the presence of auxin at 23, 30, and 34°C ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S2; [@B15]). Therefore, to assess *smc3-K113R* function at lower temperatures, we integrated it into the *URA3* locus in an *SMC3-AID^608^* strain. The *smc3-K113R SMC3-AID^608^* strain is unable to suppress the auxin-induced lethality at 30 or 34°C (Supplemental Figure S3; unpublished data). However, in the presence of auxin at 23°C, the *smc3-K113R SMC3-AID^608^* strain grew almost as well as the wild-type *SMC3* strain ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We confirmed that both alleles were still present in the double mutant using PCR sequencing. As a control, we excised the *smc3-K113R* from the *URA3* locus in the double-mutant strain by treatment with 5-FOA (Supplemental Figure S1E). These cells lacking *smc3-K113R* became sensitive to auxin, confirming that suppression of auxin sensitivity requires the *smc3-K113R* allele. Thus *smc3-K113R* complements both the auxin sensitivity of *SMC3-AID^608^* at 23°C and the temperature sensitivity of *smc3-42* at higher temperatures. The suppression of *SMC3-AID^608^* and *smc3-42* is allele specific, as the double acetyl-null allele *smc3-K112R, K113R* (*K112/3-RR*) fails to complement the *smc3-42* temperature sensitivity or *SMC3-AID^608^* on auxin plates (Supplemental Figures S2C and 3B, respectively).

These results demonstrate that three distinct allele pairs of cohesin-complex subunits exhibit interallelic complementation. Of note, the three pairs of complementing alleles occur in multiple regions of the cohesin complex ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, diagram). The amino acid changes encoded by *mcd1-1*, *mcd1-Q266*, *smc3-42*, and *smc3-K113R* alleles all cluster near cohesin\'s head domain, although *mcd1-Q266* is located in the linker between the two heads ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, diagram). However, the *smc3-K113R* and *SMC3-AID^608^* complementation involves one domain distal to the head, as the AID is in Smc3p\'s coiled coil proximal to the hinge domain ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, diagram). Thus interallelic complementation can occur between different domains of cohesin.

Interallelic complementation likely occurs by providing distinct activities of cohesin
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

On the basis of our observations of three diverse sets of interallelic complementation involving two cohesin subunits, we envision two mechanisms for complementation. One possibility is that the product of each mutant allele provides an activity that the other is missing. Alternatively, each mutant allele could have allowed assembly of a complex that was functional but with activity below a level required for viability. When both alleles are present, each contributes the same (reduced) activity, but the sum total of both would meet the threshold required for viability.

If any of the alleles capable of interallelic complementation simply provided cohesin activity below some critical level, then overexpression of the allele might restore cohesin function and viability. To test this possibility, we replaced the endogenous promoter of each mutant allele with the inducible *GAL1* promoter. We then tested the ability of these mutant alleles when overexpressed to support viability as a sole source using the plasmid shuffle strategy. As expected, overexpression of wild-type *MCD1* or *SMC3* using the *GAL1* promoter is viable ([Figure 2, A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, top row). In contrast, *pGAL1-*mediated overexpression of *mcd1-1*, *smc3-K113R*, or *smc3-42* is unable to support viability in the absence of wild type at 34 or 37°C, respectively ([Figure 2, A and B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, second and third rows). We used Western blots to confirm that mcd1-1 protein levels were dramatically increased after galactose addition (Supplemental Figure S4A). There were no epitope tags on Smc3-K113Rp or smc3-42p, so we used quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) to confirm that the amount of *SMC3, smc3-K113R*, and *smc3-42* mRNA dramatically increased after galactose addition (Supplemental Figure S4B). Furthermore, overexpression of these lethal alleles is not sufficient to restore cohesion at the nonpermissive temperature (Supplemental Figure S4C). These results indicate that simply providing more of the product of any single allele (*smc3-42*, *smc3-K113R*, or *mcd1-1*) and its associated activity is insufficient for viability or cohesion. Furthermore, when the same *mcd1* alleles are placed in the *cis* configuration, that is, within the same gene as a "chimeric" *mcd1-1,Q266* allele, it fails to support viability, even when overexpressed (Supplemental Figure S5). Thus the restoration of viability mediated by interallelic complementation likely occurs by each mutant allele providing a distinct activity that is missing in its partner.

![GAL1-induced overexpression of *MCD1* and *SMC3* alleles. (A) Four haploid yeast strains contain an *MCD1* shuffle plasmid pVG201 {*MCD1 URA3 CEN*}. Three of these strains are deleted for endogenous *MCD1* and contain a *CEN TRP1* plasmid bearing different *MCD1* alleles under pGAL control: *pGAL-MCD1* (yTE480), *pGAL-mcd1-1* (yTE502), and *pGAL-mcd1-Q266* (yTE482). A positive control has *mcd1-1* at the endogenous locus and *mcd1-Q266* at *LEU2* under their endogenous promoter (*mcd1-1 mcd1-Q266*; TE491). Strains were grown as described in [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and then plated in 10-fold serial dilutions on YPD or 5-FOA plus galactose (5-FOA GAL) and incubated 3 d at 37°C. *MCD1* shuffle plasmid presence (+) or absence (--) is shown above YPD and 5-FOA GAL, respectively. Failure to grow on 5-FOA GAL indicates that pGAL overexpression alone is insufficient for viability. Left, relevant *MCD1* genotypes. (B) Four haploid yeast strains containing an *SMC3* shuffle plasmid pEU42 {*SMC3 URA3 CEN*}. Three of these strains are deleted for endogenous *SMC3* and contain different *SMC3* alleles under *pGAL* control integrated at *LEU2*: *pGAL-SMC3* (yTE424), *pGAL-smc3-K113R* (yTE449), and *pGAL-smc3-42* (yTE420). A positive control strain has both *smc3-42* and *smc3-K113R* under the endogenous promoter integrated at the *SMC3* and LEU2 loci, respectively (*smc3-42 smc3-K113*; yTE505). Strains were grown as described in [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and then plated in 10-fold serial dilutions on YPD or 5-FOA plus galactose (5-FOA GAL) and incubated 3 d at 34°C. *SMC3* shuffle plasmid presence (+) or absence (--) is shown above YPD and 5-FOA GAL plates, respectively. Failure to grow on 5-FOA GAL indicates that *pGAL* overexpression alone is insufficient for viability. Left, relevant *SMC3* genotype.](4224fig2){#F2}

Interallelic complementation suppresses the condensation defects characteristic of the single *mcd1* and *smc3* lethal alleles
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In budding yeast, cohesin is critical for viability, sister chromatid cohesion, and chromosome condensation. We asked whether the interallelic complementation we observed between pairs of alleles in *MCD1* or *SMC3* for viability reflected complementation of defects in cohesion, condensation, or both. We previously described several examples in budding yeast in which mutants in cohesin or cohesin regulators had little or no cohesion but were viable due to their ability to promote condensation ([@B13]). From these results, we concluded that condensation rather than cohesion is the major essential function of cohesin in budding yeast in an unperturbed cell cycle ([@B13]). This less-stringent requirement for cohesion compared with other eukaryotes is made possible in budding yeast because of its unusual initiation of spindle assembly during S phase ([@B13]; [@B15]). This link between cohesin\'s condensation function and viability led to two predictions regarding interallelic complementation. First, the inviability of each of the single alleles in this study likely reflected a defect in condensation. Second, the viability promoted by interallelic complementation likely reflected their ability to complement each other\'s defect in condensation.

To test directly these two predictions, we compared condensation in single mutants or in double mutants that exhibited interallelic complementation. For this purpose, cells were synchronized in G1 phase, shifted to conditions nonpermissive for both single alleles, and then released from G1 under nonpermissive conditions and arrested in mid M phase using nocodazole (*Materials and Methods*). Chromosome spreads of these cells in mid M phase were prepared to examine the morphology of the *rDNA* (ribosomal DNA) locus, a well-established metric for condensation in budding yeast ([@B14]; [@B24]; [@B8]). In this assay, proper chromosome condensation results in formation of *rDNA* loops ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Analysis of chromosome condensation in *MCD1* and *SMC3* mutant allele strains. (A) Classification of *rDNA* morphology as assayed by chromosome spreads. Yeast spheroplasts were prepared, and chromosomes were spread on glass slides (see *Materials and Methods*). Chromosome masses were stained using DAPI and scored for morphology of the *rDNA* locus, which is adjacent to the bulk chromosome mass. A loop indicates a condensed *rDNA* locus (left), whereas a puff indicates a decondensed state (right), The *rDNA* is indicated by an arrowhead. (B) Haploid wild-type *MCD1* (yVG3349-1B), *mcd1-1* (yVG3312-7A), *mcd1-Q266 MCD1-AID* (yTE149), and *mcd1-Q266-6MYC mcd1-1* (yTE42) strains were arrested in G1 phase at 23°C, auxin was added to degrade AID-tagged proteins, and shift to 37°C inactivated temperature-sensitive proteins. Cells were released from G1 at 37°C into medium containing auxin and nocodazole to arrest cells in mid M phase. Cells in mid M phase were processed for chromosome spreads and the *rDNA* morphology scored (*Materials and Methods*). The percentage of cells with condensed *rDNA* loops is plotted. At least 200 nuclei were scored for each genotype, and at least two biological replicates were completed for each genotype. (C) Haploid wild-type *SMC3* (yTE45), *smc3-42* (yVG3358-3B), *smc3-K113R smc3-AID^608^* (yTE440), and *smc3-42 smc3-K113R* (yVG3473-1C) strains were synchronously arrested in mid M phase in auxin-containing medium as described in B, except that the temperature was up-shifted to 34°C. Cells were processed and scored for *rDNA* morphology and the data plotted as the percentage of cells with condensed rDNA loops as described in B. At least 200 DAPI-stained masses were scored for each genotype, and at least two biological replicates were completed for each genotype.](4224fig3){#F3}

All mutant strains expressing only the single alleles showed a dramatic reduction in *rDNA* loops compared with wild type ([Figure 3, B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, gray bars), consistent with previous results ([@B14]; [@B24]; [@B8]). Thus all single alleles caused a dramatic condensation defect, as expected, given their inviability ([Figure 1, A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and Supplemental Figure S2). In contrast, both mutant strains expressing allele pairs exhibiting interallelic complementation for viability (*mcd1-1*/*mcd1-Q266* or *smc3-42*/*smc3-K113R* strains) formed *rDNA* loops at levels indistinguishable from wild type ([Figure 3, B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, compare white and black bars). Thus, as expected, interallelic complementation suppresses both the inviability and condensation defects characteristic of the individual lethal *mcd1* or *smc3* alleles alone.

Interallelic complementation suppresses the cohesion maintenance and establishment defects inherent in the single *mcd1* and *smc3* lethal alleles, respectively
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked whether the interallelic complementation that restored both viability and condensation also restores cohesion. We used the regimen described for assaying condensation to obtain cells that progressed from G1 into arrest in mid M phase under conditions in which individual alleles are inactivated. We assayed cohesion in these cells arrested in mid M phase at a centromere-proximal locus (*TRP1*) and at a chromosomal arm locus (*LYS4*), using the LacO/LacI--green fluorescent protein (GFP) system ([@B41]). In this assay, chromosomes in mid M phase that have cohesion exhibit a single GFP spot, whereas if cohesion is defective, sister separation is detected by the appearance of two GFP spots. A severe cohesion defect is observed in cells expressing only the single-mutant alleles ([Figure 4, A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, cells expressing each complementing pair of alleles (*mcd1-1*/*mcd1-Q266* or *smc3-42*/*smc3-K113R*) showed near-wild-type levels of cohesion at both the centromere-proximal and chromosomal arm loci ([Figure 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus the interallelic complementation pairs suppress defects in cohesion, as well as defects in viability and condensation, that are inherent in each lethal *mcd1* or *smc3* allele alone.

![Analysis of sister chromatid cohesion at CEN-proximal (*TRP1*) and CEN-distal (*LYS4*) loci in *MCD1* and *SMC3* allele strains. (A) Haploid wild-type *MCD1* (TRP1-LacO: yVG3460-2A and LYS4-LacO: yTE45), *mcd1-1* (TRP1-LacO: yTE453 and LYS4-LacO: yVG3312-7A), *mcd1-Q266 MCD1-AID* (TRP1-LacO: yTE285 and LYS4-LacO: yTE149) and or *mcd1-Q266 mcd1-1* (TRP1-LacO: yTE456 and LYS4-LacO: yTE42) were synchronously arrested in mid M phase at 37°C in medium containing auxin and nocodazole as described in [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Cells were processed, fixed, and scored for cohesion at either the *CEN*-proximal *TRP1* locus or the *CEN*-distal *LYS4* locus (*Material and Methods*). The percentage of cells in which sisters had separated (two GFP spots) is plotted. At least 200 cells were scored for each genotype, and the experiment was repeated at least two times to generate data. (B) Haploid wild-type *SMC3* (TRP1-LacO: yVG3460-2A and LYS4-LacO: yTE48), *smc3-42* (TRP1-LacO: yTE494 and LYS4-LacO: yVG3358-3B), *smc3-K113R smc3-AID^608^* (TRP1-LacO: yTE471 and LYS4-LacO: yTE440), and *smc3-K113R smc3-42* (TRP1-LacO: yTE500 and LYS4-LacO: yVG3473-1C) were synchronously arrested in mid M phase at 34°C in medium containing auxin and nocodazole as described in [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Cohesion was scored and plotted as described in A.](4224fig4){#F4}

Previous studies showed that mutations in cohesin subunits or regulators can lead to defects in either the establishment or maintenance of cohesion ([@B37]; [@B38]; [@B29]; [@B8]). The *mcd1-Q266* allele is defective only in the maintenance of cohesion ([@B8]), whereas the *mcd1-1* allele is defective in both establishment and maintenance ([@B14]; [@B29]). The robust cohesion observed in *mcd1-1 mcd1-*Q266 cells arrested at mid M phase ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) indicates that mcd1-1p and mcd1-Q266p minimally must have complemented their shared defect in cohesion maintenance. It was previously shown that *smc3-42* strains are defective for establishment and maintenance at 35.5 and 37°C ([@B27]; [@B48]; [@B13]). However, *smc3-K113R smc3-42* interallelic complementation is robust at lower temperatures ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S2C). Therefore we analyzed cohesion loss at lower temperatures to assess whether, under complementation conditions, defects in cohesion establishment or maintenance are suppressed. The *smc3-42* allele alone had a severe establishment defect, whereas the *smc3-K113R smc3-42* strain established cohesion almost as well as the wild-type strain (Supplemental Figure S6A). The *smc3-K113R smc3-42* strain showed similar restoration of cohesion at 30 and 34°C (Supplemental Figure S6B). Given that condensation is the essential cohesin function, it was formally possible that the *smc3-K113R* allele alone was competent for cohesion, whereas interallelic complementation with the *smc3-42* mutant restored viability and condensation. To rule out this possibility, we needed to assess smc3-K113R under conditions lacking interallelic complementation. Therefore we examined cohesion in an *smc3-K113R smc3-AID^608^* double mutant at 30 and 34°C, since there is no complementation of viability above 30°C (Supplemental Figure S3A; unpublished data). In the *smc3-AID^608^* background, the *smc3-K113R* allele failed to establish cohesion at either 30 or 34°C (Supplemental Figure S6, C and 6). Therefore the robust cohesion in the *smc3-42 smc3-K113R* strain results from interallelic complementation restoring cohesion establishment. Thus interallelic complementation can lead to the restoration of cohesion establishment and maintenance, as well as to condensation and viability.

mcd1-1p is stabilized by the presence of its interallelic complementing partner, mcd1-Q266p
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To address the molecular basis underlying these three examples of interallelic complementation, we asked whether the known molecular defects characteristic of each single allele are altered in cells expressing both alleles. A molecular defect of the mcd1-1p is its degradation at 37°C ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We asked whether mcd1-1p degradation is reduced in the presence of its complementing allelic partner, mcd1-Q266p. Cultures of *mcd1-1* and *mcd1-1 mcd1-Q266-6MYC* strains were arrested in mid M phase at 23°C using nocodazole. Each culture was split, and half was incubated at 23°C and half at 37°C for an additional 1 h. Cells were analyzed by Western Blot to assess the mcd1-1p levels using a polyclonal antibody for Mcd1p. As expected for an *mcd1-1* strain, mcd1-1p levels are reduced dramatically after incubation at 37°C compared with 23°C ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In the presence of mcd1-Q266-6MYCp, mcd1-1p levels remained high in cells incubated at 37°C, as seen by the lower--molecular weight band ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The higher--molecular weight band is mcd1-Q266-6MYCp. To rule out the possibility that the lower--molecular weight species detected by our Mcd1p antibody was a degradation product of mcd1-Q266-6MYC, we epitope tagged mcd1-1p with 3xFLAG (mcd1-1-3FLAGp; *Materials and Methods*). We could now unambiguously monitor mcd1-1-3FLAGp via antibodies to its FLAG tag. As expected for the single *mcd1-1-3FLAG* allele strain, anti-FLAG Western blots revealed that the mcd1-1-3FLAGp is degraded at 37°C ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in the double-mutant *mcd1-1-3FLAG mcd1-Q266-6MYC* strain, the mcd1-1-3FLAGp is stabilized at 37°C in both S phase-- and M phase--arrested cells ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To emphasize, merely increasing mcd1-1p levels by overexpression fails to suppress *mcd1-1* strain inviability or cohesion at 37°C ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S4C). Therefore the increased mcd1-1p levels generated by the presence of mcd1-Q266p is not sufficient for viability, but instead the mcd1-Q266p cohesin complex itself is necessary for complementation.

![Analysis of Mcd1 protein levels in *MCD1* allele strains. (A) Early log phase cultures of haploid strains *mcd1-1* (yVG3312-7A) and *mcd1-1 mcd1-Q266-6MYC* (yTE42) were arrested in M phase with nocodazole for 2.5 h. After all cultures had arrested with 95% large- budded cells, cultures were incubated for an additional 1 h at either 23 or 37°C. Cells were then harvested, lysed, and prepared for protein analysis by SDS--PAGE and Western blotting. Tubulin was used as a loading control. (B) Early log phase cultures of haploid strains *mcd1-1-3FLAG* (yTE103) and *mcd1-1-3FLAG mcd1-Q266-6MYC* (yTE181) were arrested in S phase (hydroxyurea) or M phase (nocodazole) for 2.5 h. After arrest, cultures were split in half and incubated for an additional 1 h at either 23 or 37°C. Afterward, all cultures were harvested, lysed, and prepared for SDS--PAGE and Western blot analysis using mouse anti-FLAG or mouse anti-MYC antibodies to discriminate between both alleles of Mcd1p present. A nonspecific band with a faster mobility than Mcd1-3FLAGp was detected in cells lacking an epitope fusion protein (asterisk). Tubulin was used as a loading control.](4224fig5){#F5}

The chromosome-binding defects of mcd1-1p and smc3-AIDp are suppressed by their interallelic complementing partners, mcd1-Q266p and smc3-K113Rp, respectively
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

mcd1-1p and smc3-42p fail to bind chromosomes at the nonpermissive temperature (Supplemental Figure S7; [@B17]; [@B48]), whereas their interallelic partners, mcd1-Q266p and smc3-K113Rp, are bound to chromosomes and cohesin-associated regions (CARs) similar to wild-type cohesin ([@B34]; [@B8]). We epitope tagged mcd1-1p (*mcd1-1-3FLAG*) and smc3-42p (*smc3-42-6HA*) to assess whether their binding to chromosomes is restored by the presence of their respective interallelic complementing partners. We first characterized mcd1-1-3FLAG protein in strains bearing the *mcd1-1-3FLAG* allele alone or in the double mutant *mcd1-1-3FLAG mcd1-Q266-6MYC*. Cells were arrested in mid M phase at the nonpermissive temperature (37°C) and processed for global cohesin binding to chromosomes using chromosome spreads and for cohesin binding at CARs and centromere-proximal regions using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP; *Materials and Methods*). As a positive control, we also examined wild-type Mcd1-3FLAGp. For chromosome spreads using anti-FLAG antibodies, as expected, wild-type Mcd1-3FLAGp showed robust chromosomal staining, whereas mcd1-1-3FLAGp did not bind chromosomes (Supplemental Figure S7A). However, when mcd1-Q266-6MYC was present in the same cell, the mcd1-1-3FLAGp bound chromosomes well (Supplemental Figure S7A). We also characterized the smc3-42-6HA protein in strains bearing the *smc3-42-6HA* allele alone or in the double mutant *smc3-K113R smc3-42-6HA* arrested in mid M phase at nonpermissive temperature. Chromosome spreads show that the smc3-42-6HA protein fails to bind chromosomes as the sole source but does bind chromosomes when the complementing *smc3-K113R* allele is also present (Supplemental Figure S7B). Thus the presence of the interallelic complementing partner complements the global chromosomal-binding defects of mcd1-1-3FLAGp and smc3-42-6HAp to a large extent.

ChIP analysis of mcd1-1p and smc3-42p at nonpermissive temperature allowed us to examine this altered binding at higher resolution at CARs on chromosomes I, III, XII, and XIV (*Materials and Methods*; [@B8]). As expected, wild-type Mcd1-3FLAGp and wild-type Smc3-6HAp show robust binding at CARs and near centromeres ([Figure 6, A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, top), whereas both mutant mcd1-1-3FLAGp and smc3-42-6HAp as sole source have little or no binding ([Figure 6, A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, middle). In contrast, when the complementing alleles are also present in cells, both mcd1-1-3FLAGp and smc3-42-6HAp ([Figure 6, A and B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, bottom) become enriched at all four regions. Note that this restoration of binding does not reach the levels seen with wild-type proteins. As a control, we show that mcd1-Q266-6MYCp is also bound at all four regions, indicating that it is not displaced by mcd1-1-3FLAGp binding (Supplemental Figure S8). Thus the presence of their interallelic complementing partner dramatically ameliorates the chromosome-binding defects of mcd1-1-3FLAGp and smc3-42-6HAp.

![Restoration of mcd1-1-3FLAG and smc3-42-6HA binding to chromosomes in interallelic complementation pairs. (A) Haploid *MCD1-3FLAG MCD1-AID* (yTE171), *mcd1-1-3FLAG* (yTE103), and double-mutant *mcd1-1-3FLAG mcd1-Q266-6MYC* (yTE181) strains were grown to early log phase and arrested in mid M phase at 37°C as described in [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, except that auxin was not added to yTE103 or yTE181. Cells were fixed and processed for chromatin immunoprecipitation using a mouse anti-FLAG antibody (*Materials and Methods*). After immunoprecipitation, CARs (left to right: *CARL1*, *CARC1*, and centromeres I and XIV) were examined by quantitative PCR (qPCR). The percentage of FLAG-tagged Mcd1p immunoprecipitated is plotted vs. total input for all strains (% FLAG IP). The *MCD1* genotype for each strains of interest is indicated above each set of graphs. The average of two biological replicates and the SD between each are shown. (B) Haploid wild-type *SMC3-6HA* (yGC1-8A), *smc3-42-6HA* (yVG3523-1A), and double-mutant *smc3-42-6HA smc3-K113R* (yVG3527-1A) strains were grown to early log phase and then arrested in mid M phase at 34°C as described in [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, except without auxin addition. Cells were fixed and processed for chromatin immunoprecipitation using a mouse anti-HA antibody (*Materials and Methods*). The same CARs (left to right: *CARL1*, *CARC1*, and centromeres I and XIV) as in A were examined by qPCR. The percentage of HA-tagged Smc3p immunoprecipitated is plotted vs. total input for all strains (% HA IP). The *SMC3* genotype for each strains of interest is indicated above each set of graphs. The average of two biological replicates and the SD between each are shown.](4224fig6){#F6}

DISCUSSION
==========

Here we provide the first demonstration that cohesin-complex subunits are capable of interallelic complementation. This complementation occurs between specific pairs of nonfunctional *MCD1* alleles, as well as between nonfunctional *SMC3* alleles. Yeast cells expressing only one of these *mcd1* or *smc3* alleles are inviable and defective for both sister chromatid cohesion and condensation. However, cells expressing pairs of these defective *mcd1* or *smc3* alleles become viable and generate cohesion and condensation. Overexpression of any of the individual mutants alone does not restore viability or cohesion, making it unlikely that restoration of viability was a consequence of increasing the activity of one of the two mutant alleles. Furthermore, only certain pairs of alleles are capable of interallelic complementation. Together these observations indicate that interallelic complementation occurs because the individual alleles cause defects in distinct molecular functions of the mutated subunit. It is possible that interallelic complementation had not been previously observed because most mutant alleles abrogate multiple properties of the subunit. The idea that an individual cohesin subunit could have several functional domains is not surprising, given that each subunit interacts with multiple other subunits, and that SMC ATPase regulation entails cross-talk between SMC heads ([@B20]; [@B16]; [@B12]).

The molecular interpretation of our three examples of interallelic complementation is constrained significantly by the known stoichiometry of the cohesin complex. It is well established that each cohesin contains only one copy of each of the subunits ([@B25]; [@B45]; [@B43]; [@B6]; [@B21]). Given this stoichiometry, the interallelic complementation we observe must result from interplay or communication between the two defective cohesin complexes, each harboring one of the mutant allele products. This intercomplex complementation restores a core cohesin activity as it regenerates cohesin\'s functions in both cohesion and condensation.

One possible mechanism for intercomplex complementation is that one mutant complex indirectly activates the other mutant complex by removing some antagonist to cohesin function. This is hard to reconcile with the existing data, as such a putative factor would have to correct several different properties defective in many of the mutant cohesin alleles exhibiting interallelic complementation. For example, *WPL1*, the best-known cohesin inhibitor, cannot be this putative antagonist, as *wpl1∆* is highly toxic to an *mcd1-1* strain and has no obvious effect on an *smc3-42* strain (Supplemental Figure S9).

Given that in both smc3-42 and mcd1-1 single mutants, the Mcd1p subunit is degraded (this study; [@B45]), it could also be that the complementing allele titrates away an Mcd1-specific degradation factor. However, the remarkable suppression of the artificially induced degradation of Smc3-AID^608^p by smc3-K113R makes this hypothesis also unlikely.

We prefer a model in which the intercomplex complementation is a manifestation of a direct interaction between cohesins on chromosomes that is important for their normal function in cohesion and condensation. Once cohesin has assembled into its core complex, it is competent to bind chromosomes and subsequently undergo cohesin--cohesin interactions. We suggest that smc3-42p and mcd1-1p undergo transient nonproductive binding to chromosomes because cohesins with these mutant subunits are unstable. At nonpermissive temperatures, mcd1-1p is degraded and cohesin binding is lost. In *mcd1-1 mcd1-Q266* cells, the chromosome-bound, mcd1-Q266p--containing cohesin complex interacts with the mcd1-1p containing cohesin complex on DNA ([Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The same model can apply for the smc3-42p--containing cohesin complexes. Our results with the *SMC3-AID^608^* complementation suggest that such an interaction must involve multiple subunits in intimate contact. The suppression of the temperature sensitivity of temperature-sensitive proteins through their assembly into larger complexes has many precedents, such as temperature-sensitive virion proteins, which become refractive to temperature inactivation after assembly into the virion ([@B10]). By this rationale, cohesin--cohesin interactions could form higher-order structures to facilitate its function in both cohesion and condensation.

Cohesion can be established, but its maintenance can be compromised, without altering cohesin\'s stable binding to chromosomes ([@B8]). Other researchers have observed that cohesin at the silent mating locus is stably bound but does not tether sisters ([@B3]) and that inactivation of cohesin regulators such as Eco1p or Pds5p does not destabilize cohesin\'s chromosomal binding ([@B4], [@B2]; [@B13]; [@B44]). This favors a two-step model for cohesin function, as cohesin first stably binds DNA and in turn undergoes a tethering step ([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The three types of interallelic complementation pairs we described in this study suggest that an interaction between two or more cohesin molecules (dimerization or oligomerization) is part of this post--DNA binding/tethering activity. Two types of interactions fit these constraints. We call the first model the "intercohesin handcuff" ([Figure 7, B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Two distinct cohesins could separately bind a sister, and the interaction of these two cohesins could tether the sisters together. In this case, the interaction is essential for cohesin\'s tethering activity. A second model that fits these constraints is the "cohesin stack" ([Figure 7, D](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Each cohesin molecule would bind both sisters but do so via two distinct DNA-binding sites rather than a single entrapment as postulated by the embrace model. This interaction is insufficient to stably tether sisters ([Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). A second step involving oligomerization of similarly DNA bound cohesins would form an oligomer whose additive DNA binding would be robust enough to tether sisters ([Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Both of these models are amenable to long-range tethering described for condensation, as well as for gene regulation. Moreover, these new models provide a flexibility by which stably bound cohesin could be repurposed for other chromosome functions by altering oligomerization partners.

![Models for cohesin--cohesin interactions as mediators of sister chromatid cohesion. (A) Cohesin is loaded by the Scc2/Scc4 complex onto the unreplicated sister chromatid at the G1/S transition. A topological entrapment of DNA is shown, using the surface formed by the Smc1/Smc3 heads and Mcd1\'s linker domain. (B, C) Intercohesin handcuff model. (B) Concomitant with DNA replication, a second cohesin complex binds the newly replicated sister chromatid in close proximity to the G1/S-loaded cohesin. Both DNA-bound cohesins undergo a conformational change. (C). Cohesin handcuff state. The conformational change facilitates cohesin oligomerization to tether sister chromatids. Cohesin regulators are likely required to trigger the conformational change (B) and promote/stabilize the oligomeric form (C). (D, E) Cohesin stack model. (D) During DNA replication, the G1/S-loaded cohesin undergoes a conformational change to expose a second cohesin DNA binding motif that holds the sister chromatid. This dual DNA-binding cohesin conformation is not strong enough to tether sisters. (E) This cohesin complex facilitates an oligomerization with adjacent, similarly bound complexes, thus stacking cohesins into a robust tethering form. Cohesin regulators are likely required to promote the conformational change enabling a dual DNA-binding state (D) and to facilitate/stabilize stacking (E).](4224fig7){#F7}

If cohesin dimerization or oligomerization is part of the mechanism of cohesin function, why have they not been broadly detected by biochemical methods? Previous biochemical studies examined soluble cohesin complexes and found no robust evidence for cohesin oligomers ([@B16]; [@B12]; [@B19]). This failure to observe physical interactions between soluble cohesins is consistent with the idea that such interactions inferred from this study must happen on chromosomes. Interestingly, when cohesin was subjected to a cross-linking reagent in vivo, a number of cross-links between different regions of Smc3p or Smc1p were observed ([@B49]). These cross-links could represent intramolecular interactions within a subunit. However, in light of our results regarding interallelic complementation, some could represent interactions between two Smc3ps or Smc1ps present in distinct but interacting cohesins. It would be interesting to compare the pattern of cross-links observed with purified soluble cohesin monomers and cohesin bound to chromosomes.

Is this intercomplex interaction a unique property of the cohesin complex, or does it represent a fundamental property conserved in all SMC-family complexes? We strongly suspect that interactions between condensins or other SMC complexes are likely to be important for their function as well. Indeed, a substantial fraction of purified condensin elutes from size exclusion columns at a molecular weight significantly greater than that of a monomeric condensin complex ([@B40]). This multimeric fraction has robust DNA-supercoiling activity characteristic of condensin, which is more active than the monomeric fraction (Damien D'Amours, personal communication). Miniclusters of condensin complexes have also been observed in reconstituted *Xenopus laevis* chromosomes ([@B23]), and condensin may be configured in a "rosette" in the pericentromeric domain ([@B39]). Intriguingly, it was recently reported that overexpression of either recessive inviable *SMC4* allele *smc4-7A* or *smc4-82* could restore viability in *smc4-1* cells ([@B33]). This result is consistent with interallelic complementation in the condensin complex.

Although the exact molecular basis for cohesin--cohesin interactions revealed in this study remains to be elucidated, their discovery reflects a major molecular component of cohesin function that has escaped previous studies. Their study is likely to provide important new insights into cohesin\'s molecular and biological functions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Yeast strains, media, and reagents
----------------------------------

Yeast strains used in this study are in the A364a background, and their genotypes are listed in Supplemental Table S1. Synthetic dropout and yeast extract/peptone/dextrose (YPD) media were prepared as previously described ([@B14]). Galactose (2% final \[wt/vol\]; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used as an alternative carbon source to induce genes under the GAL promoter as indicated. For experiments using the AID system, a 1 M stock of 3-indoleacetic acid (auxin; Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in DMSO was added to plates or liquid cultures at a final concentration of 500 μM, cooling agar used in plates to ∼55°C before adding auxin to each batch. The pH of our YPD medium was approximately ∼7. To arrest cells in early S phase, we made a 2 M stock solution of hydroxyurea (Sigma-Aldrich), which we added to yeast cells in early log phase to a final concentration of 200 mM. Cell-cycle arrests were visually confirmed when cells were 95% large budded. 5-FOA was purchased from US Biological Life Sciences (Salem, MA) and used at a final concentration of 1 g/l in URA dropout plates supplemented with 50 mg/l uracil powder (Sigma-Aldrich).

Dilution plating assays
-----------------------

Cells were grown to overnight saturation in YPD medium at 23°C (or 30°C when listed), diluted to an OD~660~ of 1.0 using YPD, and then plated in 10-fold serial dilutions. Cells were incubated on different plates at the relevant temperatures indicated.

Shuffle strain construction
---------------------------

### *SMC3* shuffle strains.

Plasmid pEU42 (*SMC3 URA3 CEN*) was transformed into haploid strains. The endogenous *SMC3* gene was deleted and replaced by the HPH cassette (encodes resistance to hygromycin B) using standard PCR-mediated homology-based recombination.

### *MCD1* shuffle strains.

Plasmid *pVG210* (*MCD1 URA3 CEN*) was transformed into haploid strains. The endogenous *MCD1* gene was deleted and replaced by the *KanMx6* cassette.

### Shuffle assays.

*SMC3* or *MCD1* under their endogenous promoters or under control of the *GAL1* promoter was cloned into *CEN TRP1* plasmids and transformed into *SMC3* or *MCD1* shuffle strains. Alternatively, *SMC3* or *MCD1* alleles were cloned into *LEU2* integrating plasmids, linearized, and then transformed into shuffle stains to integrated constructs at the *LEU2* genomic locus. Transformant clones were grown to saturation in YPD medium at 23°C to allow loss of plasmid pEU42 or pVG210 and then plated in 10-fold serial dilutions on medium containing 5-FOA. 5-FOA selectively kills URA3^+^ cells, thereby selecting for which of them have lost plasmid pEU42 or pVG210 to become URA3^−^. This plasmid loss allows assessment of the ability of test alleles on *CEN TRP1* plasmids or integrated at *LEU2* to support viability as the sole *SMC3* or *MCD1* in cells. As a control, cells were also plated on either YPD or URA dropout medium. When test alleles were placed under the *GAL1* promoter, FOA GAL or YP GAL plates were used.

Cell-cycle staging (arrest) in G1 and release into arrest in mid M phase
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Haploid yeast strains were grown to mid log phase at 23°C in YPD liquid, and then α factor (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to 10^−8^ M and cells incubated for 3 h to arrest cells in G1 phase. G1-phase arrest was confirmed by presence of unbudded "schmoo" morphology in 95% of the cells as scored by light microscopy and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). For stains bearing AID-tagged proteins, auxin was added (500 μM final) and cultures incubated 1 h more to induce degradation of AID-tagged proteins. For strains bearing temperature-sensitive alleles, cultures were transferred to the appropriate elevated temperature and then incubated 1 h more to inactivate the temperature-sensitive allele. Cells were released from G1 arrest by six washes in YPD containing 500 μM auxin and 0.1 mg/ml Pronase E (Sigma-Aldrich), resuspended in fresh YPD containing 500 μM auxin and nocodazole (Sigma-Aldrich) at 15 μg/ml final, and then incubated at 23°C for 3 h to allow cell-cycle progression until arrest in mid M phase. Arrest was confirmed by light microscopy for the classical large-budded cellular phenotype (∼95% of the population) and by FACS.

Monitoring cohesion using LacO-GFP
----------------------------------

Cohesion was monitored using the LacO-LacI system, in which cells contained a GFP-LacI fusion protein and also tandem LacO repeats integrated at one chromosomal locus, which recruits the GFP-LacIp ([@B41]). *CEN*-distal cohesion was monitored by integrating LacO repeats at *LYS4*, located 470 kb from *CEN4*. *CEN*-proximal cohesion was monitored by integrating LacO at *TRP1*, located 10 kb from *CEN4*. Cells were fixed and processed to allow the number of GFP signals in each cell to be scored. Before replication, each chromosome exhibits one GFP spot. After replication, chromosomes that have sister chromatid cohesion still exhibit one GFP spot in cells, whereas chromosomes that have lost cohesion exhibit to two GFP spots due to sister separation. The percentage of cells with two GFP spots (separated sisters) was determined and plotted.

Chromosome spreads and microscopy
---------------------------------

Chromosome spreads were performed as previously described ([@B50]). Slides were incubated with a mouse anti-FLAG monoclonal (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:4000, mouse anti-V5 (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) at 1:2000, or polyclonal rabbit anti-Mcd1 at 1:4000 dilution. The primary antibody was diluted in blocking buffer (5% bovine serum albumin, 0.2% milk, 1× phosphate-buffered saline, 0.2% Triton X-100). The secondary Cy3-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (115-165-003) was obtained from Jackson ImmunoResearch (West Grove, PA) and diluted 1:2000 in blocking buffer. Indirect immunofluorescence was observed using an Olympus IX-70 microscope with a 100×/numerical aperture 1.4 objective and Orca II camera (Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
-----------------------------

Cells used for ChIP experiments were processed as described in [@B50]. Briefly, after synchronous release from G1 into mitotic arrest, 5 × 10^8^ large-budded cells were fixed for 2 h with 1% formaldehyde. After cell lysis, chromatin was sheared 20 times for 45 s each (settings at duty cycle, 20%; intensity, 10; cycles/burst, 200; 30s of rest between cycles) using a Covaris S2. Immunoprecipitation of epitope-tagged proteins was isolated using anti-FLAG (Sigma-Aldrich), anti-HA (12CA5; Roche Life Sciences, Indianapolis, IN), or anti-MYC (9E10; Roche Life Sciences) monoclonal antibodies. Mcd1p was alternatively immunoprecipitated using a polyclonal rabbit anti-Mcd1 antibody (Covance Biosciences, Princeton, NJ). A no-primary-antibody control was also run to ensure specificity. Appropriate dilutions of input and immunoprecipitated DNA samples were used for quantitative PCR analysis to ensure linearity of the PCR signal. PCR and data analysis was carried out as described previously ([@B50]). All experiments were done at least twice, and a representative data set is shown. ChIP primers are available upon request.

Western blotting
----------------

Proteins from whole-cell extracts were prepared essentially as described in [@B9] with slight modifications. After initial lysis in 300 μl of 20% trichloroacetic acid (TCA; wt/vol), the solution was further diluted with another 300 μl of 5% TCA (wt/vol). The remaining insoluble material was resuspended once more in 500 μl of 5% TCA. These two lysates were combined together and then incubated on ice for 10 min before a 15-min centrifugation at 20,000 × *g* at 4°C. The resulting TCA pellet was resuspended in ∼100 μl of loading buffer and pH adjusted with ∼10 μl of 1 M Tris, pH 8.0. Resuspended pellets were boiled for 10 min at 70°C, and clarified whole-cell extracts were separated on 7% SDS--PAGE gels under standard laboratory conditions.

Microscopy
----------

Images were acquired with an Axioplan2 microscope (100× objective, numerical aperture 1.40; Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) equipped with a Quantix charge-coupled device camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ).

Flow cytometry
--------------

DNA content of cells was analyzed using flow cytometry as described previously ([@B8]; [@B15]).
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